HALLERSALT

Job-Titel:
BUSINESS ANGEL sucht CEO und CTO für ein STARTUP

Job-Beschreibung
Have you always dreamed of starting a business? To lead and motivate people? Making strategic plans and decision? And that as a young graduate or junior in a financially secure environment? That’s exactly what we offer!

For a newly founded company with already a business idea and secured financing, we are looking for highly motivated graduates or juniors for the position of CEO and CTO in the area of Nuremberg (Nürnberg).

Sounds good but you don’t have the courage for such responsible positions? No fear, in addition to a financially secure environment, experienced entrepreneurs and consultants will also accompany you in building up the company.

Anforderungsprofil
Our basic requirements is:

We want to hire the brightest, most innovative thinking and most motivated minds. Does that apply to you? Great that’s half the battle.

Additional requirements are:

CEO-position:
- You hold a masters degree in business economics/business administration
- You are results-driven with analytical skills and also have strong decision making skills
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills in German and English
- You are confident and emphatic but also assertive
- You have the personal enthusiasm that makes you stand out from the crowd

CTO position:
- You hold a masters degree in computer science, electrical engineering with focus on embedded systems or mechatronics
- Computer Science fundamentals in object-oriented design, data structures, algorithm design, problem solving and complexity analysis
- Knowledge in two or more programming languages (C#, C++, Python)
- You are results-driven with analytical skills and also have strong decision making skills
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills in English and at least B2-level in german language
- You have the personal enthusiasm that makes you stand out from the crowd

We make recruiting decision based on your motivation and skills. We welcome applications from all members of society irrespective of age, sex, disability, sexual orientation, race, religion or belief.

Start your entrepreneurial adventure and apply now.

Kontakt
E-Mail: hallo@hallsalt.de
Telefon: +49 157 71440183
Einsatzort: 91207 Lauf an der Pegnitz, Deutschland
Art der Beschäftigung: Vollzeit
Zeitraum der Beschäftigung: nach Vereinbarung
Firmenname: Hallersalt
Ansprechpartner: Frau Kerstin Schneider
Jetzt bewerben: hallo@halleralt.de


Bitte beziehen Sie sich in Ihrer Bewerbung auf https://www.stellenwerk-erlangen-nuernberg.de/